The recent appointment of a Special Counsel provides an opportunity to highlight the lesser-known role of the permanent Special Counsel in the Office of Special Counsel (OSC), an independent federal agency housed within the Department of Justice.

As longtime Federal employees (and new employees who paid attention during ethics training) know, in order to help bolster public confidence in the impartiality of the Federal Government, regardless of which party is in power, some limitations are placed on the political activities of Federal employees under a law called the Hatch Act. This law bars employees from engaging in political activities during duty hours and on Government premises or by using Government resources; it even limits some conduct when off-duty.

To ensure that these laws are applied impartially, the Special Counsel that heads OSC is responsible for investigating allegations of violations of the Hatch Act and taking disciplinary actions when appropriate. Similarly, OSC is responsible for protecting the rights of whistleblowers—employees who report wrongdoing by other employees—and enforcing rules against Prohibited Personnel Practices. Federal employees, including all Commerce employees, are under the jurisdiction of the permanent Special Counsel.

**An Ethics Sonnet**

Shall I list thine personal relationships?
Thine bonds art quite varied and disparate.
Omitting thine acquaintance and friendships,
Only these “covered” recusal shall merit:
Household members around thy door peeking,
Close relations not dwelling in thine house,
Those with whom employment thine is seeking,
Employers of thine parents, children, spouse:
Groups with whom thine art person’ly involved,
For these bonds, thine recusal thou ow’st,
With whom thine employment hast since dissolved,
Whilst performing one’s work thine anxiety grow’st:
Thou hast conflicts with associations or kin,
Yet thine struggles art cured by authorization.

**JUNE REMINDERS**

- **FEB. 15** was the deadline to file a Form 450 Confidential Financial Disclosure Report; if you have not filed your report, please do so immediately!
- New employees have **3 months** to complete ethics training
- Form 278 Filers must file transaction reports within **30 DAYS** of the sale or purchase of securities
- Form 278 Filers must file written notice within **3 DAYS** of beginning non-Federal employment negotiations

**Ethics Spotlight: PERSONAL CONFLICTS**

When you are assigned to a task focused on a particular person or organization in which you have a close business or personal relationship, it creates a conflict because members of the public may question your impartiality. Ethics rules, however, cover only some personal and business relationships, known as “covered relationships” (see sonnet list, left). In addition to looking to whether a covered relationship is present, other factors are considered when determining whether an actual personal conflict exists, that is, whether your participation would be perceived by the public as affecting your impartiality in carrying out your Government duties. If so, two paths emerge: 1) disqualify/recuse yourself from working on any matter in which an appearance of bias is likely because of the relationship, or 2) obtain an authorization under 5 C.F.R. 2635.502, which may be granted if your agency’s need for your participation outweighs appearance of loss of impartiality. Nevertheless, let your instincts guide you—if you think you may have a conflict, contact the Ethics office.
You’ll be happy to learn that ethics rules will solve your dilemma. Ethics rules bar you from working (including by giving advice) on any matter in which one of the parties is—or is represented by—someone with whom you have a “covered relationship.” This includes, among others, close relatives (and, yes, in-laws count) and recent former employers. So let your boss know you can’t write an evaluation of either grant application. (Incidentally, the rule exists to avoid employee bias, although the assumption was that the bias would be in favor of a relative.)

Sincerely,
Worried-About-Wife’s-Reaction-If-She-Finds-Out

Pets of the Month

BLUE & ZEKE

Blue & Zeke now realize that they have a “covered relationship” as part of the same litter.

JOSEPHINE ARNOLD

Josephine gave Blue & Zeke this food, but because it is a gift based on their personal relationship, they may accept.

These diligently ethical animals live with Josephine Arnold, Chief Counsel for the Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA).

We want to see your pets!
Please submit photos of your pet’s adorably good or bad behavior by emailing us here.
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